Is Toronto Star a threat to Canada?
Its Rosenthal family gave nuclear secrets to Stalin? Informed KGB of Russian dissidents’ secrets? Suppressed Stalin’s post-war genocides?

“Progressive” ideas simultaneously weaken Canada’s place in the world as its pioneers and soldiers would have refused to give up sovereignty and democracy for the alien influence Canada now suffers.

Mark Gayn, a veteran writer for the Toronto Star and close friend of the newspaper, was actually giving information to Russia’s KGB. He was also involved in handing over Chiang Kai Chek’s battle plans to Chairman Mao from U.S. Naval files. He was arrested at one point. He had ties to the U.S. Communist Party, ties to -

Vanunu who had a part in the de- serters. Bur- nett Thall who worked at Chalk River scenes.

Information here comes from people who fear for their lives from these same people. We currently have only revealed a tiny corner of what goes on (harassment and near-death experiences for my part on the front pages of the paper such as police coterie parking back of our office back door, fired cell phone while speaking to an informant who was being run off the road at high speed by our hacked email; hacked website; cell phone conversation overheard with subsequent interruption at a public meeting) -- senior police intelligence people who are either “retired” or are murdered, or corrupt, or honestly afraid for their own lives if they proceed on the knowledge of how the JFK assassination was done through Toronto and the powers behind the scenes.

In some ways, I wish I had never known about these things. However, it is instructive to realize that the son, Nelson Thall has followed in the footsteps of his children...

Toronto Star owner: Nelson Thall: “We are going to rule the world!”

The son, Nelson Thall has followed in the footsteps of his children...

Boxed In At Eastern & Sumach

Jour- nalist Ste- ral’s whis- tle- blower who knows who shot Kennedy and apparently requires money to promote the facts according to what I have been told. Nelson Thall/Lenny Bloom also knows who shot Kennedy.

Neither of these two promote the exposure of the killer. But I’m not concerned about the serial killer fact -- it’s who ordered the hit that concerns me. It seems apparent a number of groups were involved: Kennedy was convincing me to draw troops from Vietnam thereby denying war industry profits, issued money from the treasury instead of bor- rowing from privately owned Federal Reserve, withdrew air support from the CIA’s invasion of Cuba (restoration of mafia), declared he would shut down the CIA. The apparent real reason for the hit: Kennedy was stopping Israel’s nuclear plant construction and building of 400 nuclear warheads -- with some nuclear secrets passed on by Burnett Thall?

The Toronto Star’s Worthington is a known CIA asset we know of. But it looks like the real live and active charac- ers on my case are zionists who have demonstrated a huge interest in the JFK assassination. I can only come to the conclusion that it was the Mossad who were involved as Kennedy was with- out the help of the Mossad.

Neither of these two promote the expo- sition of the killer. But I am not concerned about the serial killer fact -- it’s who ordered the hit that concerns me.